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Defining User Requirements 

1. Desk study on Do’s and Don’ts User Acceptance; 

2. Consulting  drivers on User Needs- via Interviews, 

Focus Groups, Storylines; 

3. MVP prototype trailing ‘in the field’; 

 

4. System Architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 



Visualisation of activities 



1. Do’s and don’t s User Acceptance   



2. Consulting drivers on user needs:   
interviews and focus groups with drivers. 
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Focus groups  

• Presentation of  scenario’s on how truck drivers use the 

coaching solution:  does this motivate you? Why (not)? 

 

 

  

 



Example of scenario  

15 
min 

Jij 

Henk 

Paul 

Meet colleagues: 

 Long haul drivers: Yes, that would be nice in the weekend. 



Scenario Example  

Feedback of customers: Distribution: 

yes it would be nice to hear you’ve 

done a good job. We almost never get 

compliments. 

 

 

On Time! 
 

Friendly 
driver! 



Example Scenario  

Healthy food  coach: 
- Long haul: want info about diabetes. 
- Distribution driver: I know I should do 

something about it, but I don’t want someone 
to patronize me. 



Persona Distribution Driver  

 



Persona Long Haul Driver  

Adventurer 

“Driving itself is the best part of my work, being on road on your 
own is what I call such a freedom.” 

- job with variation: 
- different customers 
- varying challenges 

- social contact 
- financial compensation for 

the extra hours 

Motivators 

- tight planning: 
- inflexible 
- unpredictable 

- poor communication 
- delays on deliverable 
- little time for family 

Frustrators 



Persona 2: Distribution Driver 

Speedy Gonzales 

“I should act fast and finish the distribution list before the day 
ends.” 

- “own” truck 
- job with variation 

- varying challenges 

- coffee with customers 
- out of office environment 

Motivators 

- loading/unloading cargo 
- heavy cargo 
- inappropriate cargo order 

- too many paperwork 
- too many calls 
- fear of being replaced 

Frustrators 



3. MVP Prototype trials  



The MVP Prototype 

Mio FUSE Nexus Tablet + F2P app 



Research Questions MVP trials  

Physical and mental 
wellbeing 

Social interaction 

Personal preferences 

Nutrition advice  

Physical exercise 

Sleep advice 

Performance 

What parts of the MVP add  value to the 

drivers?  

In what form do drivers want to receive 

advice/information?  

When, how often, and where 

Does the technology obstruct driving?  

Does the technology interfere with 

comfort?  

Willingness to share personal information 

on stress, fatigue and fitness with 

employer?  

  



The main screen 



Energy level 
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Pop-ups  



Stress overview  
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4. The F2P ICT architecture 

Goal: F2P open value chain: 

• Both FO’s and drivers can install F2P-related third party services. 

• Physiological and driving data can be accessed by third party apps, both: 

• locally, i.e. on the Android tablet 

• in the back/end cloud 

Two main goals: Open value Chain and Controlled Privacy  
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The F2P ICT architecture 

Goal: Controlled Privacy  

• Driver is in control over who / which app can access his (physiological) data 

• Policy based 

• Privacy is key for acceptance: 

• For drivers 

• For regulators:  E.g. , the Dutch EHR-veto by parliament 

Two main goals: Open value Chain and Controlled Privacy  
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The F2P ICT architecture 
High-level system architecture 

  

Modular approach:  

• data acquisition module,  

• data control module,  

• Trusted Third Party module,  

• user management module . 

 

Distributed implementation over: 

• the local (in-cabin) Android tablet, 

• the back-end (cloud) infrastructure. 
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